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Overview 

 
 
Pcounter station is a new product from Pcounter, which is targeted as a add-on product to the Pcounter Software. 
 
Pcounter Station is targeted for Academic/Education, but can also be used in commercial environments. 
 
Pcounter Station is printer accounting release station software which runs on a dedicated Windows PC, to be used in 
controlled or pay-to-print environments. After users send print jobs from other workstations, they can approach the 
station, select the jobs they wish to send to the printer, and submit some form of payment through devices such as card 
readers or cash machines. Pcounter Station locks down the PC so that users cannot exit, and the Pcounter Station software 
is the only application which is shown on the computer’s display. 
 
Pcounter Station works with print queues hosted on Windows NT, Windows 2000, and NetWare. NetWare support 
includes NDS queues, Bindery queues, and NDPS printers. 
  
Pcounter Station can work with most 3rd part card-readers on the market, provided that DLL’s is supplied by the 
cardreader manufacturer or Pcounter Partner. This provides a high degree of flexibility, since the Pcounter installation in 
many cases can support the customer choice of card-readers. 
Generally Pcounter for NT or Pcounter for NetWare should be running on the print server, in order to automatically 
pause/hold jobs, and to calculate the page counts and cost of print jobs. 
 
Requirements 
• Windows 9x, NT 4.0, or 2000 with Internet Explorer 4 or later. 
• NetWare support requires Novell Client 32. 
• Pcounter running on the print server in order for cost of print jobs to be calculated, and/or to automatically 
pause jobs in print queues. 
• A CPU fast enough and sufficient RAM to run the OS efficiently. 
The downloaded version will run as a fully-featured 60 day trial. Email registration is required from within PSConfig.exe. or 
send the information to: pstation@pcounter-mexico.com 
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